
Transcendental Poetry Project 
 
Transcendentalism boasts a heavy outpouring of poetry and its product is vast and various.  
Because of this, the opportunity presents itself to research, react, and respond to the 
transcendentalists in a personal way.  You will complete the following:  
 
(1) Choose one Transcendental Poet and research the following:  
 

-Their biography 
-Events, Inventions, Trends, Amendments, Acts, Important speeches, and other facts 
about the time period during which that poet lived  
-ALL poems, stories, etc. created by the poet (just list them for now) 
-One historical FACTUAL document (proclamation, amendment, speech transcript, etc.)      
 written during that time  

  
 
(2) Using the information, complete the following:  
 
 -Create a detailed, informative, but also enlightening biography of the author  
  -Must include a picture of the author (if available) and an eye-catching format 

-A timeline-style rendering of events, inventions, trends, facts, acts, amendments,  
 speeches, etc. about the time period  
-Filter INTO the timeline above all writings by the poet (in essence, add them to the  
 timeline so they STAND OUT…use a different font, a different color bubble, a different 
 shape, etc.)  
-Short essay response that explains the importance of the historical document and how it  
 may have inspired the transcendentalists (attach copy of the piece you researched) 

 
 
(3) Read THREE of the author’s works and include/complete the following for EACH OF 
THE THREE:  
 

-2 copies of the work: 1 untouched, 1 annotated   
 -Annotations include  

-Circling figurative language in the poem and defining in the margins 
  -Underlining unknown words and defining in the margins  
  -Personal responses to parts/sections/lines that stand out  
-Short response at the end of the annotated piece explaining the main ideas of the poem  
 and how the piece captures transcendental ideals  

 
(4) Find one modern song (released in the last five years) and complete the following:  
 
 -2 copies of lyrics (clean versions) WITH artist and song name on the top  
  -1 untouched, 1 annotated in the same way as above  

-Short response at the end of the annotated piece explaining main ideas of the song and  
 how it captures transcendental ideals  



(5) Compile ALL WORK together in a portfolio-style presentation that must include in this 
order:  
 -Cover (MLA and illustration) (5 points) 

-Table of contents (5 points) 
-Biography of the author – 2 to 3 paragraphs with picture (10 points) 
-Timeline with author’s works included (10 points)  
-Historical document researched (5 points)  
-Essay response to Historical Document (15 points)  
-The three works you studied and all tasks associated with them (10 points each)  
-Song and all tasks associated with it (10 points)  
-Works Cited (10 points - if this is missing your project will be a “0”) 

 
 
 
Grade sheet         Name: 

 
 

Poet: __________________________________________________ 
 

-Cover             /5 

-Table of contents          /5 

-Biography of the author          /10 

-Timeline            /10 

-Historical document researched         /5 

-Essay response to Historical Document        /15 

-Poem copy/annotation/response 1        /10 

-Poem copy/annotation/response 2        /10 

-Poem copy/annotation/response 3        /10 

 -Song copy/annotation/response        /10  

-Works Cited  (if missing, whole project is a ZERO)     /10  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            /100 


